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Abstract
This paper presents the Flight Instruments and Flight Vi-
sualization Libraries developed within the DLR Institute
of System Dynamics and Control. For the design of dy-
namic models and control systems, a visual evaluation
of the dynamic simulation is indispensable for a success-
ful design and test process. Especially when it comes to
aircraft models, an overview of the overall dynamics is
needed. Therefore, the presented libraries provide fast as-
sembly of fully configurable and generic flight visualiza-
tion tools in which the view positions as well as the setup
of Primary Flight Displays can be chosen freely. This pro-
vides the visual components of a rapid prototyping envi-
ronment which can be used in the development of flight
dynamic models and flight control laws. Moreover, the
camera views and displays can easily be reconfigured for
each purpose and research focus area. Furthermore, the
libraries can be used for desktop simulation, motion simu-
lator experiments as well as flight testing on a real aircraft.
Keywords: Visualization, Flight Simulation, Flight Con-
trol
1 Introduction
Modelica has become an important language in the field of
flight dynamics modeling and flight control design (Looye
2008). Moreover, the possibility of rapid prototyping
within these fields has become a key technology within
the development of modern aircraft (Looye 2007a). In ad-
dition to the enhancement of this rapid prototyping pro-
cess for flight control laws (Looye 2007b), a visualization
framework has been developed and proven helpful in sup-
porting the design process in terms of configuration anal-
ysis, simulation and experiments.
In the field of engineering, particularly in the area of
complex model and control design, visualization of phys-
ical data is indispensable for an efficient and successful
proceeding. R.B. Haber already stated the importance of
visualization for engineering (Haber 1990).
Until now, there is no integrated solution available for
flight dynamics visualization in Modelica. Therefore,
based on the Modelica Visualization Library (Bellmann
2009; Hellerer et al. 2014), the Flight Visualization and
Flight Instruments Libraries have been developed. These
libraries open up the possibility of a completely accessi-
ble, in-house developed aircraft visualization and simula-
tion environment with the following main applications to
be used within a rapid prototyping process:
• Desktop Simulation. The visualization models and
displays can be fitted for analysis and demonstra-
tion video purposes to display relevant information
directly on the screen.
• Motion Simulator Experiments.
• Flight Testing. The created flight instrument and data
display views can be reused on mobile devices inside
real aircraft.
Section 2 introduces the Flight Visualization Library
and its components, such as the modeling of flexible struc-
tures. Following, Section 3 gives insight into the imple-
mentation of different data displays and shows exemplary
setup of a standard Primary Flight Display (PFD). In a
further step, Section 4 shows synergies generated through
combination of both libraries. Moreover, additional fea-
tures such as on-board three-dimensional virtual reality
views to be used with commercial virtual reality glasses
are introduced. As a conclusion of the presented work,
Section 5 contains examples for easy usability of the pre-
sented framework within the process of flight dynamic
modeling and flight control law development.
2 Aircraft Visualization
The DLR Flight Visualization Library is based on the DLR
Visualization Library (Bellmann 2009) adding high level
structures for a rapid design of flight visualization models.
Figure 1 depicts a visualization of a dynamic aircraft
simulation generated with the Flight Visualization Library.
In this example, a flexible aircraft structure is displayed
and the forces which cause the deflection of the wing are
depicted in different colors.
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Figure 1. Example of a visualization created with the DLR Flight Visualization Library.
On the one hand, the DLR Flight Visualization Library
can be used for creating stand-alone models that com-
municate by various internet protocols, e.g. Transmis-
sion Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol
(UDP). Via these protocols, input data containing the cur-
rent flight state and additional information on the aircraft
status are received. Alternatively, a predefined trajectory
can be stored internally.
On the other hand, this library can directly be integrated
in various Modelica dynamic models that are e.g. mod-
els created by the DLR Flight Dynamics Library (Looye
2007a). The created models can be individualized in the
following points:
• Data sources. Data in- / output using TCP / IP and
UDP protocols receive data from the main flight dy-
namics and flight control law models.
• Terrain. Terrain files which are referenced to geode-
tic coordinates.
• Aircraft models. Aircraft models can be built up by
one single or an assembly of multiple components.
• Camera position. Different cameras can be placed
with options of switching / moving the view during
the simulation.
This brings up a generic framework to visualize all
known aircraft configurations as well as other vehicles that
have a structure similar to aircraft such as e.g. underwa-
ter vehicles. Figure 2 shows the top level of an aircraft
visualization.
Figure 2. Top Level view of an Aircraft Visualization Model.
2.1 Aircraft Model
The aircraft model contains all visible components of the
airframe structure, such as fuselage, engines, actuators.
For simple simulations, one CAD file with geometry and
texture is sufficient. However, the modeling of the air-
frame can be extended to more sophisticated setups, in
which each movable component is modeled as a separate
object. With this approach, control surface positions may
be displayed during the simulation and can be useful as
visual feedback of control action.
Flexible Models Furthermore, the results of load calcu-
lations for a flexible aircraft (Kier and Hofstee 2004) can
be integrated into the aircraft visualization. For the in-
tegration of this feature, the displacement of the structural
grid points obtained from the dynamic, flexible simulation
is mapped to the 3D object file (Heckmann et al. 2006).
One powerful method to calculate real-time deformations
of free-form surfaces is the use of poly-harmonic splines
defined via radial basis functions (Botsch and Kobbelt
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2005).
Polyharmonic Splines A polyharmonic spline is a lin-












where x ∈ R3 is the current vertex to be transformed,
ci ∈RN×3 denotes all center points, w∈RN represents the
weights of the RBFs and v ∈ R4×3 denotes the weights of
the polynomial. In this case, the RBF φ(x) is defined as
φ(x) = x3.
The function f (x) calculates the displacement of a point
on a flexible element. The absolute position is thus calcu-
lated as xdisplaced = x+ f (x). The center points are reference
points of which the deflection is known. This deflection is
transformed into the weights wi and inserted into the func-
tion.
Implementation During simulation time the calcula-
tion of the object displacements are GPU accelerated and
therefore sufficiently high frame rates and smooth move-
ment display are achieved. The GPU acceleration is im-
plemented by adding the polyharmonic spline calculation
for the vertices into the corresponding shader that iterates
over all vertices. This is an essential tool for visualizing
e.g. reactions to gust and turbulence and qualitative as-
sessment of load alleviation.
2.2 Environment/ Terrain
The terrain modeling supports texture files with varying
resolutions. The terrain files are mapped to geodetic lon-
gitudes and latitudes. The terrain is created using the
OpenSceneGraph (OSG) Virtual Planet Builder (Pordes
et al. 2007) by combining georeferenced digital elevation
models (DEM) data with texture data. The Virtual Planet
Builder then generates an OSG based terrain database with
several levels of detail (Hellerer et al. 2014).
For simulation of landing maneuvers and collision de-
tection, feedback from the visualization is fed back into
the dynamic model in order to achieve accurate visualiza-
tion results for touchdown and ground contact.
3 Cockpit Visualization
Besides a Modelica library for the external visualization of
aircraft, a library for internal visualization aiming at cock-
pit displays is available through the DLR Flight Instru-
ments Library. This library includes all established cock-
pit displays as head-up and head-down instruments and a
framework for the 3-dimensional realization of virtual re-
ality cockpits. This virtual reality framework is introduced
in Section 4.1.
The two-dimensional cockpit displays are suitable for
various applications including overall flight system test-
ing, design of flight control laws, additional displays for
real flight tests and many more. The main displays inside
an aircraft are the Primary Flight Display (PFD), the Nav-
igation Display (NAV) and the Electronic Centralized Air-
craft Monitoring (ECAM) or Engine Indication and Crew
Alerting System (EICAS). Those components consist of a
set of different generic elements such as linear bars and
dial gauges. In addition, aerospace related elements, e.g.
an artificial horizon display, are built up.
Moreover, there is an interface to external databases and
APIs included. Those may provide additional informa-
tion such as navigational aids and the current or simulated
weather.
3.1 General Components
The library does not only consist of high level and aircraft
specific display instruments but also of low level and gen-
eral use displays: A dial gauge and a linear bar instrument.
Dial Gauge The dial gauge is a standard instrument not
only in terms of aerospace. Within aerospace applications
it is mainly used in order to display engine data or infor-
mation related to the flight control system. Figure 3 vi-
sualizes different engine parameter gauges. In addition to
the marking of desired and critical domain regions for the
displayed value, a change of background color gives a vi-
sual alert in case of a value exceeding its limits. The limit
parameters can be adjusted quickly using a GUI based
Modelica editor in order to support rapid prototyping use
in experimental setups.
Figure 3. Screenshot of different dial gauges.
Linear Bar The linear bar represents an important in-
strument for modern and digital flight displays. Especially
digital PFDs use bar instruments for displaying airspeed
and altitude. The bar includes arrows for trend values and
color-based markings for validity of a signal region.
3.2 Primary Flight Display (PFD)
The primary flight display (PFD) is the most important
display in an aircraft. The main component of the PFD
itself is the artificial horizon that shows the flight attitude.
Modern digital PFDs show the current flight attitude, ve-
locity and altitude of the aircraft.
Artificial Horizon The artificial horizon shows the cur-
rent roll attitude Φ (Phi) and pitch attitudeΘ (Theta). For
civil aircraft, the center of the artificial horizon is a dot
representing the aircraft’s nose. In general, an artificial
horizon consists of a blue area, the sky, and a brown area,
the earth. This is depicted in Figure 4. The Modelica im-
plementation of the sky surface is shown in the following
code snippet.
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In the beginning the model and the used variables are
declared.
model ArtificialHorizon
// Roll and Pitch angle
input Real phi, theta;
// Points defining the horizon
Real horizon[2,2];
// Extra points to span the two areas
Real expt[3,2];
// Points spanning the sky surface
Real spt[6,2];
// Surface, DLR Visualization Library




This model only takes the roll and pitch angle as an in-
put and displays a simple artificial horizon that consists
of only one surface. The design of the artificial horizon
corresponds to current implementations where the visual-
ization completely fills a quadratic display. The two hori-
zon points are calculated as a transformation of the points
[-1,0; 1,0] around the center [0;0]. Subsequently,
the transformation of horizon and expt is stated.
if abs(horizon[1, 2]) <= 1 then
horizon[1,1] = -1;
else





horizon[1, 2] = -tan(phi) -theta;
if abs(horizon[2, 2]) <= 1 then
horizon[2, 1] = 1;
else





horizon[2, 2] = tan(phi) -theta;
expt[1, :] = {horizon[1,1],interpolate(
horizon[1, :],horizon[2, :], expt[1,
1])};
expt[2, :] = {horizon[2,1],interpolate(
horizon[1, :],horizon[2, :], expt[2,
1])};
expt[3, :] = {1,extrapolate(horizon[1, :],
horizon[2, :], expt[3, 1])};
The minmax command restricts the input value to an
interval [−1;1] ⊂ R. Furthermore, interpolate and
extrapolate take two points and a single x-value as an
input. The functions calculate the y-value corresponding
to the x-value on a line spanned by the two points. The
sky surface is spanned by six two-dimensional points.
Those are finally computed by the following equations:
spt[1,1] = if horizon[1, 2] >= 1 then
horizon[1, 1] else -1;
spt[1,2] = 1;
spt[2,1] = if horizon[2, 2] >= 1 then
horizon[2, 1] else 1;
spt[2,2] = 1;
spt[3,1] = if spt[3, 2] >= 1 then
extrapolate({horizon[1, 2],horizon[1,
1]},{horizon[2, 2],horizon[2, 1]},1)
elseif horizon[2, 2] >= 1 then horizon
[2, 1] else 1;
spt[3,2] = minmax(extrapolate(horizon[1,
:],horizon[2, :],1));




spt[4,2] = if spt[3, 2] <= -1 then minmax(
extrapolate(horizon[1,:],horizon
[2,:],1)) else minmax(expt[2, 2]);
spt[5,1] = expt[1, 1];
spt[5,2] = minmax(expt[1, 2]);
spt[6,1] = if horizon[1, 2] >= 1 then
horizon[1, 1] else -1;
spt[6,2] = minmax(horizon[1, 2]);
The earth surface can be implemented analogously to
the sky surface.
In Figure 4 it is shown that the current PFD setup can
easily be adapted to show additional information com-
pared to standard PFDs used in commercial aircraft. In
the scope of the different works on adaptive control (Lom-
baerts et al. 2016; Lombaerts et al. 2018) the PFD was
extended to display various flight envelopes. This is illus-
trated by the colored bars and areas within the display.
Figure 4. Primary Flight Display.
3.3 Navigation Display (NAV)
The navigation display shows a map of the surrounding
navigational aids. Those include airports, VORs and many
more. Furthermore, surrounding aircraft are displayed.
The data can either be predefined in the model or re-
trieved during run-time from a database by various APIs
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Figure 5. Navigation Display. Current simulated position near
Bielefeld, Germany, while intercepting radial 255 of a radio nav-
igation aid.
provided. Inside the DLR, a SQL database containing
most of the worldwide navigational aids exists. From this
database, the navigational aids within a selected radius are
retrieved every second. These are stored in an array and
visualized by elements provided by the DLR Visualization
Library. More details on the implementation of a SQL in-
terface is given in Section 4.3. Figure 5 illustrates an ex-
emplary navigation display.
3.4 Additional Displays
In Figure 6, the ECAM or EICAS is an additional display
that visualizes engine data such as shaft speed and fuel
flow as well as the current health state of the aircraft and
messages from the flight control system (FCS).
Figure 6. ECAM or EICAS display.
4 Linking of the Libraries and Addi-
tional Features
After the introduction of the two developed libraries, their
linking through a common data interface is enforced in or-
der to achieve additional benefits within the aircraft mod-
eling and control design process. Besides, additional func-
tions and features relevant for both libraries are intro-
duced.
4.1 Virtual Reality Environment
A three-dimensional virtual reality cockpit perfectly fits
the use for realistic pilot training and flight tests. This
harmonizes with the DLR Robotic Motion Simulator de-
scribed in (Bellmann et al. 2011).
For motion simulation, the visual cues are of excep-
tional importance. Therefore, a head mounted display
(HMD) is used with a high detailed cockpit. The displays
can be used within this virtual environment and be placed
at the positions of the ’real’ displays.
The virtual reality environment can be used in a ground
based simulator as well as in combination with a motion
platform, as described in Section 5.
4.2 Interaction of external and internal visual-
ization
To add full compatibility of the two introduced libraries, a
standardized interface to communicate between the mod-
els using a bus system is created. This allows the use of
different predefined cockpits with individual instruments.
It is not necessary to connect every display input as Mod-
elica assumes a zero input on all unconnected bus inputs.
This is in particular helpful for fast testing of new flight
controllers as the user only needs to connect the needed
sensor signals, leaving additional displays input blank. If
required for further testing or for development of a demon-
stration model, the remaining sensor inputs can be con-
nected for a fully operational cockpit.
This standardized interface allows the development of
several cockpits and displays based on a single flight
model. This feature has already proven to be helpful in
flight tests, when the pilots shall receive a different flight
display than the flight test engineers (Linden et al. 2018;
Grondman et al. 2018).
To be able to use the flight instruments library with a
wide range of flight models, interface converters are part
of the library that convert signals from different inputs
such as UDP / TCP connections directly from a real time
flight computer or a Simulink model.
4.3 SQL Database Integration
In the scope of the introduced work, a generic SQL
database interface is developed. M. Tiller already intro-
duced a generic data retrieval Modelica library that is par-
ticularly designed for XML and MATLAB files (Tiller
2005). Although the use of SQL databases is promised,
this solution was not available when creating this library.
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Furthermore, no satisfying Modelica SQL interface is
available to the point where the development of this li-
braries started. This motivated the creation of an own SQL
interface. The relational database API is implemented in
an object-oriented manner and within extenal C funcitons.
Based on the ExternalObject parent class to manage
the Modelica objects, a system of various different func-
tions to connect, disconnect and query databases is imple-
mented.
5 Application Examples
One major application for the previously introduced
framework is the DLR Robotic Motion Simulator (RMS)
(Bellmann et al. 2011). The simulator is depicted in Fig-
ure 7 and uses a robotic arm instead of a hexapod to simu-
late aircraft movement and accelerations. Inside the gon-
dola, the user is wearing virtual reality glasses which pro-
vide a first person view from the pilot’s seat including a
visualization of the cockpit. Here, the use of the VR tech-
nology has the big advantage that no view projection is
needed and the whole field of vision is covered.
Figure 7. The DLR Robotic Motion Simulator.
A further example is the use of primary flight displays
during real flight test. For this purpose, the same display
as used during the design process in the desktop and sim-
ulator evaluation can be used on tablet computer and with
an additional interface receive all relevant data which shall
be displayed from the flight test instrumentation. This
has been a major advantage during several flight test cam-
paigns on novel flight control laws (Grondman et al. 2018)
as well as current and force control for the actuation sys-
tem (Linden et al. 2018). For this purpose, additional
gauges displaying the actuator position and current are
added to the Modelica flight displays.
Figure 8 shows the use of the Modelica Flight In-
Figure 8. Cockpit instruments in use for flight testing on a
Cessna Citation aircraft.
struments Library on-board the test aircraft during flight
preparation. In the center of the picture a standard con-
sumer tablet running the model can be seen. This includes
a standard PFD in the top half of the picture and additional
instruments and graphs for experiment relevant informa-
tion in the bottom half.
6 Conclusions
This work introduced two libraries for visualization of dy-
namic aircraft simulations. The libraries are not only re-
stricted to use in aircraft simulation, but can also be used
for any dynamic vehicle simulation, e.g. underwater ve-
hicles. The first part covered is the simulation of a mov-
ing vehicle in an environment, which provides the user
with easy accessible visual information of the vehicle’s
attitude and moving direction. Secondly, instruments and
displays can efficiently be used to embed important infor-
mation into the visualization model or to generate a sepa-
rate display. Thus, the overall process chain from model
development, control design, simulation and testing is fur-
ther enhanced and simplified. Additionally, all steps of the
process chain are kept completely accessible for the engi-
neer and no "black box" visualization tools are required.
Both libraries are currently not distributed since develop-
ment and extension are still ongoing.
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